Belara®
Eau de Parfum
1.7 fl. oz.
$38.00
As a creamy floral, Belara® Eau de Parfum is a perfectly balanced, sheer fragrance with an invigorating blend of luminous florals and creamy warm notes.
Top notes include San Joaquin Fig and Opal Lotus Flower.
Middle notes include Snowdrop Flower and Golden Acacia Blossoms.
Bottom notes include Milky Sandalwood and Cotton Musk.

Cityscape®
Eau de Parfum
1.7 fl. oz.
$50.00
An effortlessly elegant scent inspired by the world’s most glamorous and sophisticated city landscapes.
Top notes include Bergamot, Apricot and Violet Leaves.
Middle notes include Phantomia Orchid Scent TREKK® and Peony.
Bottom notes include Sandalwood, Angelica and Amber.
Makes a stylish gift for her.

Bella Belara®
Eau de Parfum
1.7 fl. oz.
$38.00
More than a fragrance, Bella Belara® Eau de Parfum is an exuberant floral fruity scent that evokes a beautiful feeling.
Top notes include Nectarine and Apricot.
Middle notes include Rose Petals and Jasmine.
Bottom notes include Blonde Woods and Cool Moss.

Thinking of You®
Eau de Parfum
1 fl. oz.
$32.00
Turn a moment into a memory with a scent that captures the emotions that connect us all and makes the perfect gift.
Feel-good, fruity floriental fragrance
Keepsake charm to treasure
Unique box design lets you write a special note inside.

Forever Diamonds®
Eau de Parfum
2 fl. oz.
$40.00
A sophisticated, floral-fruity fragrance for the woman who embraces life and lets herself sparkle within it.
Top notes: sparkling golden peach, jasmine petals, diamond orchid
Middle notes: tuberose absolute, heliotrope, apricot
Bottom notes: creamy vanilla bean, white amber

Thinking of Love®
Eau de Parfum
1 fl. oz.
$32.00
Inspire new moments and memories with romantic notes to remember™.
Features a removable heart charm she can add to a bracelet.
Includes a love note on which to write a heartfelt message.
Top notes include Sparkling Mandarin, Bai Rose and Spring Fressia.
Middle notes include Turkish Rose Petals and Pink Honeysuckle.
Bottom notes include Rich Iris and Indonesian Sandalwood.

Enchanted Wish®
Eau de Toilette
2 fl. oz.
$36.00
This fruity floral scent is inspired by women who find enchantment in the everyday.
Top notes: Granny Smith Apple, Orange Oil Brazil, White Pineapple, Candied Petals
Middle notes: Nasturtium Lily, Peony, Fresh Ozone, Passion Fruit
Bottom notes: Brown Sugar, Warm Amber, Illuminating Musk
Makes a great gift for her.

Live Fearlessly®
Eau de Parfum
1.7 fl. oz.
$44.00
Exude unmistakable confidence with notes of energizing ginger, bold rose and warm, roasted tonka bean. Tell Your Story™
“Courage is the art of doing what we fear, no matter how difficult. Courage is truth. Courage is confidence.” – Mary Kay Ash
True Original®
Cologne Spray
2.0 fl. oz.
$36.00
A fresh, clean scent for the truly original man. True Original® Cologne Spray is a clean and contemporary fragrance with an original design packaging.
Top notes: Lemon and Fuji apple
Middle notes: Amber and cedarwood
Bottom note: Patchouli

Domain®
Cologne Spray
2.5 fl. oz.
$38.00
Domain® Cologne Spray is in the fresh fougère fragrance family and features a contemporary blend of outdoor notes. Its scent is like “a breath of fresh air.”
Top notes include Crisp Macintosh and Desert Sage.
Middle notes include Juniper Berry and Ice Mint.
Bottom notes include Black Vanilla Bean and Musk.

Cityscape®
Cologne Spray
2 fl. oz.
$50.00
A refined, masculine scent that speaks to a man’s sense of elegance and simple sophistication.
Top notes include Italian Bergamot and French Lavender.
Middle notes include Whiskey Barrel Accord and Orange Flower.
Bottom notes include Cedarwood and Mediterranean Rockrose.
Makes an impeccable gift for him.

MK High Intensity Ocean®
Cologne Spray
2.5 fl. oz.
$42.00
A fresh, citrus-marine fragrance for the active man who loves the sea.
Top notes: sea mist accord, Italian bergamot, green mandarin, juniper berry, ginger spices
Middle notes: nutmeg, geranium, water fruits
Bottom notes: patchouli, oak moss, white amber
Makes a great gift for him

MK High Intensity®
Sport Cologne Spray
2.5 fl. oz.
$40.00
This fresh, invigorating fragrance stimulates the senses with an icy, adventurous scent.
Top Notes: Gin Berry and Icy Bergamot are cut with a shot of Liquid Oxygen Accord.
Fresh Middle Notes: Cool Cardamom, Crushed Mint Leaf and Violet Pepper.
Bottom Notes: Wild Birch Bark and Amber.

MK High Intensity®
Cologne Spray
2.5 fl. oz.
$40.00
Captivating, refined and distinctive, MK High Intensity® Cologne Spray is in the ambery oriental fragrance family. Its scent demands attention with Royal King Wood, a Mary Kay® exclusive ingredient that brings rich intensity to this men’s cologne.
Top notes include Ice Black Fennel and Silver Sage.
Middle notes include Black Tea and Violet Leaf.
Bottom notes include Royal King Wood and Amber.